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Clever innovation solves more problems: 
Wobble-free tables with a foldable table top! 

As the first company ever, StableTable® has for the second time in a row been awarded  
the Innovation Award for Design at Excel in London. As one of four groundbreaking new 
products in four categories, StableTable Flip Top was crowned in front of a huge crowd on 
Hotelympia’s main stage, with the ceremony overseen by celebrated chef and restaurateur, 
Cyrus Todiwala, OBE. 

 “We constantly strive to bring new and better solutions to the hospitality industry”, said 
Sven Henningsson, Swedish entrepreneur behind StableTable®, who was very proud to 
receive the prestigious award. “Many restaurants need to gather all their tables at night, 
and with the foldable tops they can store 15 tables in the same space that used to take 
five. In many places you have to bring all tables inside overnight. With narrow doors and 
passages, it is a great advantage to be able to fold the table top – and to have a 
designated handle, which makes it easy to carry the table.” 

       Awards ceremony, May 2014 

“StableTable® is an amazing product and the fact that the company has continued to 
innovate and improve its products impressed the jury”, says the Chairman of the Innovation 
Awards Jury, Stirling Johnstone. The ingenious, fully mechanical system sits well protected 
inside the centre pillar and allows the table to adjust to any uneven surface. Bumps and 
grooves up to 25 mm are automatically compensated for. No more folded napkins under 
table legs, no spilled drinks and no broken glasses! 

StableTable Scandinavia was founded in Sweden five years and is today well established, 
with many well renowned coffee shops, bars, restaurants and hotels on its client list. “The 
UK is a very important market for us”, concludes Sven Henningsson. 

 

 

 

 

 

For more information or to set up an interview, please contact Sven Henningsson 
phone +44 208 144 95 04 or cell +46 705 55 41 90 or e-mail info@stabletable.se 

 

• StableTable Scandinavia AB is a Swedish company, which owns and controls the 
StableTable® patents and trademark. 

• StableTable® table bases are designed and manufactured in a certified plant in Sweden, 
using modern technology to produce a product which meets the highest quality standards. 

• StableTable® table bases are made of steel and can be recycled. 
• StableTable® table bases can be combined with any table top, indoors or outdoors. 
• The StableTable range of products is available through a number of high quality dealers. 
• For more information, please visit www.stabletable.co.uk 
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